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Take a journey through the world's most romantic city, traveling from color to magnificent color
with this beguiling book. An orange café chair, bright blue bicycles against a fence, a weathered
white door—Nichole Robertson's sumptuous photographs of the distinctive details of Paris, all
arranged by color, evoke a sense of serendipitous discovery and celebrate the city as never
before. At once a work of art and a window into the heart of the city, Paris in Color will surprise
and delight those who love art, design, color, and, of course, Paris!

"The iconic landmarks for which Paris is known the world over rarely feature in the photography
of Nichole Robertson - which is precisely what makes her imagery so compelling, irresistible
and refreshingly different." - Nicola Williams, Art of the Weekend "She seeks out culture high
and low, bits of nature thriving in the city and moments of human interaction. Neutral grays and
browns are featured prominently in her work; bouncing against each other, like shades, they feel
lively. Robertson's color-seeking approach is surprising, given the uniformly neutral shade that
prevails in so much of Paris." - CNN Travel From the AuthorI'm consistently drawn to the way
color contrasts Paris' neutral facades, the way layers of paint erode into a form of abstract art,
and to the details that are often overshadowed by iconic landmarks. The photos offer candid
glimpses of the thoughtful craftsmanship, pedestrian pleasures and gracefully worn textures that
cumulatively capture the unmistakable charm of Paris. - Nichole RobertsonFrom the Inside
FlapA red metro signBright blue bicycles against a fenceCarefully stacked brown baguettes A
weathered white door Photographer and blogger Nichole Robertson's captivating photographs
of Paris' small details and exciting pops of color celebrate the city as never before. Evoking a
sense of serendipitous discovery, Paris in Color takes you on a slow stroll through Parisian
streets and reveals the day-to-day life of this magnificent city. From the Back Cover"A fresh, 'oh!'-
inducing look at the palette of a city we only thought we knew. Paris in Color encourages us to
think again." - Amy Feezor, Real Simple Magazine "With Paris in Color you can expect to enjoy
the real Paris, beyond the typical tourist postcards, striped shirts and berets." - Holly Becker,
founder of decor8blog.com and author of Decorate Take a journey through the world's most
romantic city, travelling from color to magnificent color. At once a work of art and a window into
the heart of Paris, these vibrant photographs will surprise and delight anyone who loves the City
of Light.About the AuthorNichole Robertson is a writer, photographer and Co-founder at
Obvious State Studio. Her work has been featured in Real Simple, CNN Travel, The Los Angeles
Times, Cosmopolitan, Lucky Magazine and InStyle. She lives in Bucks County, PA and works in
New York City. Connect with her on instagram @nicholerobertson Read more
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Chas., “A gem of book. Bought this photo book as gift for friends in England, and was first
surprised to find I couldn’t have it delivered directly to my British friends. I have ordered other
items from Amazon and shipped them straight to them; I figure it was because it was a
marketplace order. The book was in excellent condition, except it was missing its cover, which
has the title on it, but the little hard bound book itself does not have the title. That detail wasn’t
mentioned in the description.”

Neville Samuels, “Bliss in the Colors of Paris. Paris is such a beautiful, and big city, you really do
need to take your time exploring it. And slowly, like a turtle.According to Nichole Robertson, the
author of 'Paris in Color', walking with a pet turtle sets a slow pace in which to enjoy this beautiful
city, and it was a fashionable thing to do in the 1800's.Armchair travellers will love this photo
book for it captures those slices of Paris that most people would just pass by or take for
granted.Unlike other travel books, Nichole has created one of "the Paris you see when you step
out of the shadows of monuments." And this is what makes 'Paris in Color' unique.Even more
intriguing is the back story behind the book.Nichole and her husband decided on a whim to
move to Paris from New York. After moving to Paris, she says "everything was a challenge in the
best possible way."Being out of her comfort zone was good for her, it turned out. She was able to
slow down from the fast-paced New York creative scene, and carried her camera everywhere
with her. Snapping photos "of everything that caught my eye."Ms. Robertson created a beautiful
photo-blog titled 'Little Brown Pen', which features the most remarkable photographs of every-
day Paris. The café's, scooters, signage, menu boards and snapshots of people, doing everyday
things.San Francisco publisher, Chronicle Books, discovered her blog and asked if she'd like to
create a book around one of her themes - the colors of Paris.Lucky for us, Nichole and her
husband didn't over-think their impulsive decision to relocate to Paris. If not for a decision made
over a few glasses of wine, 'Paris in Color' wouldn't exist. She says, "I guess good things happen
when you follow your bliss."”

Melinda Larson-Horne, “Paris through rose- (blue-, yellow-, violet-...) colored glasses!. Nichole
Robertson's lovely book, Paris in Color, is pure eye-candy: gorgeous photos of the most ordinary
things that seem extraordinarily beautiful in part because they are in Paris, the most beautiful of
cities. Ms. Robertson is an expat who moved to Paris with her family three years ago. She
describes how, strolling through Paris, the color of a particular chair, door, or vehicle would catch
her eye and she would become fixated on that color for the rest of the day. She began taking a
series of photos highlighting each vivid or subtle hue. For even more of Nichole Robertson's
beautiful photos, visit her blog, Little Brown Pen, and follow her on Pinterest.Paris in Color is an
inspiration. I have taken countless photos in Paris, mostly the same photos that everyone takes -
the requisite cathedrals, Tour Eiffel, Pyramids du Louvre, Notre Dame, and the Arc de Triomphe.



I have deviated from the tourist attractions to photograph flowers and produce in the
neighborhood markets, Haussmannian apartments, and Mansard roofs, pastries in bakery
windows, and glasses of red.But why limit the project to Paris? Why not look see everyday
through rose- (or yellow- or blue-...) colored glasses?”

J. Gottlieb, “Gorgeously Photographed. This is a beautiful book. My wife and I last visited Paris 7
years ago. While we visited & enjoyed all of the typical tourist stops, it was our meandering
detours through Paris' residential neighborhoods that made our trip so special. We tripped over
cafe's, crepe stands, street fairs, parks and many hidden yet wonderful architectural designs. It
was also on this trip we discovered my wife was pregnant with our 1st child! Of course while that
made our trip extra special - that was our last European vacation alone. So I bought Paris In
Color on Amazon (after spying it in an Anthropologie store) as an anniversary gift to my wife.
These subtly gorgeous pictures (cleverly divided up by color segments) brought our Paris
adventure back to life along with all of the wonderful emotions that we associated with that trip. It
made for a very special gift and has inspired us to revisit Paris next year! Bien joué”

J.B., “Beautiful.. Nichole Robertson is a wonderful photographer. The images she provided for
this book were absolutely stunning. As much as I have always wanted to see Paris, this nearly
made me feel like I was there. I wish she would publish one on London/England in general.
Magnifique.  ”

M Williams, “Picture Perfect Paris. I've been a longtime fan of Nichole's work, via her beautiful
blog. I pre-ordered 3 copies of this book here on Amazon and the excited anticipation of its
publication didn't disappoint once I'd received and reviewed the finished work. In a word: wow!
The book is wonderful and has already provided hours of happy daydreaming, as I've returned
to flip through it again slowly, savoring each image, frequently.If you are considering this book
because you love Paris or want to buy something that features fantastic images of the City of
Light for someone else, don't hesitate. Buy this book! You/they'll love it!Anyone who appreciates
Paris and its special aesthetic should have a copy of Paris in Color for their library. It's a unique
view of the city and will help you to see and love it, anew.”

S, “Beautiful Photographs. A very small but beautiful collection. I gave it 4 stars because of the
paper quality (matte) and there weren’t nearly as many photographs as I expected. They were
beautiful, but a lot of the same photo but zoomed in, etc.I ordered a new copy but Amazon sent
me a used in good condition instead.”

vintagedollnewyork7, “Paris tastes the rainbow!. I am a huge paris-lover and this book has lovely
photography covering the spectrum of color. The combination of viewfinder photographs and full-
view pictures are really effective. Well worth the purchase, and would make a great gift.”



Anne-Marie, “Such good service in delivery. I bought it for my son who had spent the summer in
Paris.  He was thrilled with it unfortunately so is his sister.”

Kaye Taylor, “Five Stars. An inspirational book for designers and photographers”

The book by Nichole Robertson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 519 people have provided feedback.
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